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Abstract— An adaptive multistage parallel interference
cancellation technique based on a partial interference can-

cellation (IC) approach [1] was proposed in [2] for multipath

fading channels. In this paper, the proposed technique is

applied to develop a receiver structure in an AWGN envi-
ronment. Unlike the scheme in [1], the weighting factors in

this proposed scheme are derived by minimizing the mean-

square error between the received signal and its estimate

through an LMS algorithm. Neither training sequence nor

pilot signal is needed. The complexity of the proposed adap-
tive multistage PIC structure is much lower than that of

linear multiuser detectors. Simulation results show supe-

rior performance of the proposed receiver structure over
an AWGN channel and in various conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a great interest in finding suboptimum

detectors with acceptable complexity and low performance

d.egradation. Parallel interference cancellation (PIC) is at-

tractive for its simplicity. However its performance is infe-

rior to linear multiuser detectors. As shown in [1], if data

from all interfering users are known a priori, the optimum

clecision for the desired user in the maximum-likelihood

(ML) sense should be based on the received signal with

all interference canceled. Multistage is introduced in [3]

to enhance the performance of PIC. For multistage inter-

ference cancellation, the exact knowledge of the interfering

bits is unknown, their estimates are used instead. AS the

estimates from the previous stages improve, the perfor-

mance of the multistage PIC can also be improved.

Multistage PIC cannot always guarantee a performance

improvement with additional stages. This is because when

the bit error rate (BER) is high enough, a wrong bit deci-

sion used in cancellation will cause more degradation than

benefit. In view of this disadvantage, Divsalar et al. [I]

suggested a partial cancellation of MAI, the amount of IC

is decided by a weighting factor at each stage for all users.

When the weight is properly chosen at each stage, this

method can ensure a better performance after the partial

interference cancellation.

Clearly, the poorer performance of the multistage PIC is

caused by the lack of an exact knowledge of the interfering

users. This is also applicable to the partial cancellation
scheme, where a compromise is made between canceling

MAI and reducing the cost caused by a wrong estimation.

obviously, if a certain knowledge about MAI is available,

the performance of IC will be further enhanced.

In this paper, we consider the partial IC problem from

another perspective. In the first place, we propose a cost

function which takes the weighting factors into account.

Our objective is to minimize the squared Euclidean dis-

tance between the received signal and the weighted sum

of the estimate of each user’s signal during a bit interval

with respect to the weights. We will demonstrate that the

optimum solution to the proposed cost function is equiv-

alent to a maximum likelihood sequence estimation with

a complexity exponentially proportional to the number of

active users, For a suboptimal solution, the IC problem

with weighting can be solved by means of least square (LS)

or mean-square error (MSE). Specifically, we can keep the

MAI estimates unchanged but update the weighting fac-

tors through an adaptive algorithm for each user during

each bit. When the LS criteria is used, the solution to

the suboptimum cost function can be obtained through an

RLS algorithm [4]. As shown in [4], at convergence this

method is equivalent to a decorrelating detector. However,

the computational complexity of this method is 0(lVi72)

per bit, where N is the processing gain and K is the num-

ber of active users. This complexity is similar to that of a

matrix-inverse-based decorrelating detector.

In view of the excessive complexity of the RLS algo-

rithm and the fact that the convergence rate of the RLS

algorithm decreases at low SNR [5], a low-complexity nor-

malized LMS algorithm is proposed in searching for the

optimum weights. In contrast to [4], the final bit esti-

mation is based on the MAI canceled signal instead of the

weights obtained from the adaptive algorithm. The IC can

be performed in a multistage manner with a complexity

of only O(NK) for each stage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The sys-

tem model is described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the

introduced perspective for IC after a very brief overview

of previous PIC methods. The LMS multistage PIC ap-

proach in an AWGN channel is introduced in Section 4. In

Section 5, performance of various interference cancellation

schemes are compared by means of simulation. Section 6

concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a synchronous DS-CDMA system with

QPSK modulation in an AWGN channel. The block di-
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Fig. 1. Transmitter model for the QPSK CDMA system

agram of the transmitter model is shown in Figure 1.

The equivalent complex baseband representation of the

received signal at the base station can be expressed as:

K K

?-(t) = ~ s~(t) + z(t) = ~ fibt(t)c ~(t)+ z(t) (1)
i=1 i= 1

where subscript i denotes the ith user,

. Pi is the signal power.

b;(t) = z~=_m a~m)p(t – mTb) is the data signal, af~)
;epresents the binary sequence taking values A 1 with

equal probability, Tb represents bit duration and p(t) is

the rectangular chip waveform.

. Ci(t) is the complex valued PN waveform defined as

c~(t) = PN, (t)[PNtr) (t) + jPiV(~) (t)], where .PIV(~) (t),

p~[Q) (t) are the PN waveforms of branch 1 and Q of
QPSK modulation. PN, (t) is the signature waveform.

. z(t) is the additive Gaussian noise with double-sided

density No/2.

. K is number of active users.

We assume that the users have the purely random PN

codes. For respreading, the output from the matched filter

cf the ith user is given by

j=l
j’#i

where “*” represents complex conjugate, & = PiTb is the

bit energy of the ith user, and

1 I
Tb

~~~=~oc, (t)c; (t)dt , i,j=l,’2, . . . , K (3)

clenoting the cross-correlation coefficient between c%and

Cj. .zi is the Gaussian noise component after despreading,

which is expressed as

1

/

mTb
~i=—

~ (m-l)T,

Z(t)c:(t)dt

For convenience, we will drop the index m

ing discussing. Let us define

Yi = Re{gi}

(4)

in the follow-

(5)

The conventional single-user receiver estimates data ai as

iii = sgn{Yi}

where sgn{} is the sign function.

III. PARALLEL INTERFERENCE

(6)

CANCELLATION

Without loss of generality, we focus on the first user. For

a conventional multistage PIC [6], the MAI is estimated

at the kth stage as

K

(7)
‘k=2

The receiver then makes a decision based on the follow-

ing rule

al (k) = sgn{Yl – ~1(k)} (8)

Since the estimation of MAI may not always be cor-

rect, Divsalar et al. [1] suggested in their partial PIC

approach to remove only part of it at a time. In addition,

the amount of cancellation increases for each successive

stage in their method. The procedures for an iterative

interference cancellation is as follows [1,7]

al(k) =pk[Yl – Ii(k)] + (1 –pk)til(k – 1)
(9)

Gl(k) = Sgrb{til(k)}

where p~ is the weighting factor for interference cancella-

tion at the kth stage.

Divsalar et al.’s work motivated us to find the optimum

weights for MAI cancellation. Suppose that the power

levels of all users are known to the receiver at the base-

station, we define an optimum cost function in terms of

squared Euclidean distance between the received

r(t)and the weighted sum of the estimates of all

signals

signal

users’

(lo)

where Ai is the weighting factor for the ith user, hi denotes

the estimate of ai. Our objective is to find the optimum

weights Ai such that e is minimized. From (10), we observe

the following:
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1. Without Gaussian noise, the optimum weight should

be A: = ~ and equals to 1 or -1 depending on whether

the estimate & is correct or not.

2. Instead of searching for the optimum weight &, we can

fix }Z = 1 and search the optimum sequence (iil, c. . , ii~)

to minimize 6. This results in a maximum likelihood se.

quence detector.

3. For a suboptimal solution of weights Ai, a modified cost

function can be formed in the sense of LS or MSE. We will

show that the corresponding problem can be solved in an

iterative manner by means of an RLS or LMS algorithm.

Chen and Roy proposed an adaptive multiuser struc-

ture [4], where they try to estimate the received data dur-

ing each symbol by RLS algorithm through the PN codes

known to the receiver. As shown in [4], at convergence

this method is equivalent to the decorrelating detector.

IV. ADAPTIVE MULTISTAGE PIC

The main drawback of Chen and Roy’s RLS-based

decorrelating method [4] is its complexity. Although

the RLS algorithm has a complexity of O (K2 ), in their

method it is performed on a chip basis, hence the com-

plexity per bit is O (IVK2 ). Since normally iV > K for a

practical DS-CDMA system, the complexity of the RLS

based decorrelating detector is actually O(K3), similar to

that of the matrix inverse decorrelating detector.

To reduce the complexity, we suggest an LMS algorithm

in the proposed adaptive multistage PIG approach. To

illustrate our method, we need to sample the continuous

r,sceived signal at the chip rate after the chip matched

filter. This is sufficient for a synchronous system. The iV

samples of the received signal within a bit can be written

as

K

r(m) = ~ @a~c~(m) + z(m) (11)
i? 1

Since LMS is based on MSE criteria, the cost function

given in (10) should be modified as follows

[1
2

:X E r(m) – ?(k) (m) II O<m<N–1 (12)

where A(k) is the weighting vector at the kth stage.

Ptk) (m) represents the estimate of the received signal at

the kth stage which is defined as

K

i(k) (?-n) = ~ Ci(m)tphp (m) (13)
‘i=l

ii~~–l) is the estimate of ai at the (k – l)th stage.

Since the LMS algorithm has a slower convergence rate

a,nd is more sensitive to its initial state as compared to

the RLS, the conventional single user correlators are em-

ployed. The outputs from these correlators are served as

the inputs of the first stage of LMS PIC, i.e.,

“ :“)= sgn(Y; )a. (14)

where Yi is defined in (5). The optimum weights are de-

rived via a normalized LMS algorithm which operates in

a bit interval and a chip basis as follows

P S(k)(m)[e(k) (m)]*~(k)(~ + 1) = ~(k)(m)+ ,l~(lC)(m)]12

(15)

“t~) denotes the input vector of thewhere p is a step size. s

LMS filter at the kth stage, its ith element represents the

estimate of the ith user’s transmitted signal defined as

;y (m) = Ci(m)p (16)

e(~) (m) is the error between the desired response and the

output of the LMS filter of the kth stage, i.e.,

(17)e(~) (m) = r(m) – ?(~) (m)

The block diagram of the weight estimation using an

LMS algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.

I \ 7(m)

/ I

Fig. 2. Weight estimation via an LMS algorithm for adaptive IC

At each bit, A(k) (N – 1) is used as the weight in the IC.

Consider the ith user, the IC is performed as

K

A more reliable decision is based on

signal y$~) (m), namely

the less interfered

(19)
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where

y.@)= Re
‘1

(20)

The step size ~ plays an important role in LMS algo-

rithm. For a normalized LMS algorithm deployed in our

approach, p must satisfy O < p < 2 in order to ensure

convergence [5]. Another important factor that affects

the convergence rate of LMS algorithm is its initial state.

When a perfect knowledge of all users’ power is available,

the initial value of the weighting factor for each user can

be set to its corresponding amplitude. Ideally, with this
setting, if the bit estimation from previous stage is per-

fect, the LMS filter will not update its coefficients due to a

zero error signal. In a non-ideal situation, more accurate

bit estimates lead to a faster convergence of the weighting

fiidors to their optimum values.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations have been carried out to evaluate the per-
formance of various IC schemes discussed in this paper.

The system model described in Section 2 is used in our

simulation. The processing gain is set to 64. Generat-

ing functions for random PN sequences employed in our

simulations are identical to those specified in IS-95 for its

reverse link.

For a system with perfect power control, E~/iVO=7dB

is assumed for all users in all simulations, where Eb =

p~Tb. For a power-unbalanced system, the power level is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the range from
0 to 15dB. only the performance of the weakest user is

plotted where ~b/~O=7dB.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the performance of various

multiuser detection schemes in a CDMA system with per-

fect power control. The partial PIC used in these plots

refers to Divsalar et al.’s partial PIC approach [1, 7]. As

shown in Figure 3(a), all methods provide a better perfor-

mance than the conventional single-user detector. Among

the single-stage schemes, the LMS PIC and the RLS decor-

rezating methods have the best performance. By increas-

ing the number of stages to 2, the performance of the

Lh!lS PIC technique is further improved. For example, to

maintain a BER of 0.01, the conventional single-user de-

tector can support 7 users. The single-stage partial PIC

i reproves the capacity to 21 users while the single-stage

LMS PIC and RLS decorrelating have a comparable per-

formance and can accommodate 27 active users (Figure

?,(a)). With an additional stage, the 2-stage partial PIG’

tilers a capacity of 30 users and the 2-stage LMS PIC can

support 35 users (Figure 3(b)). The introduced adaptive

PIC scheme provides a significant performance improve-

ment with a complexity much less than the RLS decorre-

iating method.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the performance of these

multiuser detection schemes in a power-unbalanced sys-

tem. The introduced single-stage LMS PIC outperforms

both the single-stage conventional and the partial PIC,

but has a worse performance than the RLS decorrelat-

ing due to a comparatively slower convergence rate than

the RLS algorithm. For a BER of 0.01, the single-stage

conventional and single-stage partial PIG’ can support 8

and 7 users, respectively. The weighting in the partial

PIC scheme does not have much advantage in this case.

The introduced single-stage LMS PIC can accommodate

18 users and the RLS decorrelating has a capacity of 27

users. With an additional stage, the number of active

users can be supported by the 2-stage conventional, 2-

stage partial PIC, and 2-stage LMS PIC are 18, 22, and

34, respectively. Comparing results in Figures 3(b) and

3(d), the unbalance in power almost has no impact on

the performance of the introduced adaptive PIC and the

RLS decorrelating schemes, while it introduces a drop in

capacity of the 2-stage partial PIC from 30 to 22.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new adaptive multistage

PIC scheme. Unlike the previous partial PIC [1, 7], a set

of weights are obtained from an LMS algorithm, When

the LMS algorithm converges to its optimum solution, it

can provide an MMSE estimation to all MAI. Due to the

relatively slow convergent rate and the impact of gradient

noise, the LMS algorithm may not converge to its opti-

mum solution within one bit interval. The introduction

of multiple stages overcomes this problem and greatly im-

proves the performance. Weights obtained in the proposed

method contain additional knowledge on the accuracy of

each estimated interference which is indispensable to en-

hance the performance. Simulation results show a sig-

nificant performance improvement over the conventional

multistage detector and partial PIC detector [I].
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